
1) Passing over a tree stump backwards in this game can convert it to a mushroom. Running over a dog
in this Chris Pirih game will often cause it to relieve itself, demonstrating the power of a certain OS.
The man in the icon of this game has a red hat and green shades. Pressing F in this video game gives
a (*) speed boost that allows you to outrun the Yeti that’s supposed to eat you at the 2,000 meter mark. For
10 points, name this classic Microsoft and DOS video game in which you can play modes like slalom and
freestyle.
ANSWER: Ski Free <Brad>

2) In a now-censored Spongebob scene, Mr. Krabs took this action, with gasoline, as a cheap “security
system” for The Krusty Krab. In Supernatural, Kevin Tran attempts to use holy water while taking
this action, and an angel is trapped with holy oil and set on fire when a trap, set up in this way,
catches him.  In Fuller House, the kids (*) accidentally wet DJ and Stephanie, instead of Joey while
taking this action in a prank war. For 10 points, name this pranking action that requires a hinged door to be
left slightly open, allowing a pail to dump contents on an unsuspecting victim.
ANSWER: Setting a bucket on top of a door so that it’ll pour out on whoever opens it [accept
equivalents] <Brad>

3) This school’s Dick Harp is one of 5 people to play and coach in an NCAA title game. This school’s
only had 8 basketball coaches ever, and the only one with a losing record was James Neismith, the
inventor of basketball. Wilt (*) Chamberlain went to this school and was coached by Phog Allen. Roy
Williams left this school to coach at UNC. This school’s current coach, Bill Self, had coached this team to
14 consecutive Big-XII championships with players like Mario Chalmers, Andrew Wiggins, and Joel
Embiid. For 10 points, name this college team that plays in Lawrence
ANSWER: University of Kansas Jayhawks [accept either] <Brad>

4) An artist from this nation traveled to Russia in the winter to shoot her first video for the mini-album,
LOVETHEISM, above the frozen Amur River. The song “MAKE MORE NOISE OF YOU” opens
with that artist from this nation’s first studio album, Hura (*) to Shura. Songs like “Plastic Love” and
the artist Tatsu Yamashita characterize a genre from this nation known as “City Pop.” Acts like Babymetal
blend traditional thrash with musical elements from this nation, pioneering the genre of “Kawaii Metal.”
For 10 points, name this homeland of poetry rappers Haru Nemuri and Mariya Takeuchi.
ANSWER: Japan

5) It’s not bullfighting, but Con Colleano became the first person to do a forward somersault while
taking this action. Lijana was once stung by a bee while taking this action, and her brother Nik often
attempts to refuse to wear a harness while taking this action. Their great-grandfather father, Karl (*)
Wallenda, died while taking this action, with the Flying Wallendas, after a strong gust of wind. For 10
points, name this action, sometimes called funambulism, a traditional circus act, often contrasted with
slack-rope walking.
ANSWER: Tightrope Walking <Brad>

6) This person served as a grad assistant when Ohio State won the 1954 football National
Championship. This person purchased the Cleveland Pipers, made John McLendon the first black
professional basketball coach, and poached Jerry Lucas from the NBA. This man enlisted John
DeLorean in purchasing his best known team from (*) CBS. This man received two major suspensions
from the MLB, one for his contacts with Nixon during Watergate, the other for paying Howard Spira
$40,000 to dig up dirt on one of his own players. For 10 points, name this man, nicknamed “The Boss,”
who owned the Yankees for 37 years.



ANSWER: George Steinbrenner III [do not accept IV obviously] <Brad>

7) This film, produced by John Daly, features an early role for Bill Paxton as a punk, who is murdered
by the title character. The director of this film rejected making OJ Simpson the title character due to
him not thinking OJ fit to play a killer. The director of this film script doctored Rambo: First Blood
Part Two while waiting for one actor to finish filming Conan (*) the Barbarian. In this film, Resistance
fighter Kyle Reese travels back in time to try to save Sarah Conner. For 10 points, name this James
Cameron film featuring Arnold Schwarzenegger as the title robotic assassin.
ANSWER: The Terminator

8) In Master of None, Dev Shah goes on a date at one of this artist’s concerts in New York with a
waitress who does bad Cartman impressions until they get kicked out after she steals a sweater. This
artist is critical of a woman and “her petty, vogue ideas,” earlier saying “I wonder if she even knows
what that word means/Well, it's literally not that.” Aubrey Plaza eats wildflowers and throws chairs
in this artist’s video “Hollywood (*) Forever Cemetery Sings.” For 10 points,, name this one-time
member of the Fleet Foxes who went on to release Pure Comedy and God’s Favorite Customer.
ANSWER: Father John Misty [Accept Joshua Tillman]

9) A failed one of these people in Sullivan’s Travels known as “the Girl” pays for the breakfast of
someone who she thinks is a hobo but is in-fact a wealthy man, played by Joel McRea. In a Truffaut
film, Julie Baker is a person in this profession suffering from a nervous breakdown after marrying a
doctor twice her age. A person in this profession, played by Gene (*) Kelly, reveals that Lina Lamont
can’t actually sing. In The Artist, Peppy Miller is elevated to this profession after being seen dancing by
George Valentin on set. For 10 points, name this profession of most main characters in Tropic Thunder.
ANSWER: Actress or Actor

10) In The Facts of Life, Jo dies in a motorcycle accident and Natalie is arrested for robbery when
Beverly Ann does this. Richie Rich’s Christmas Wish largely revolves around Richie doing this action.
While doing this, Timmy Turner realizes that he’s the reason the (*) Cubs didn’t win the World Series.
After finding a magic birthday genie, Donald Duck does this, on his 60th birthday, in the comic "The Duck
Who Never Was." Zuzu’s missing petals showed George Bailey that he wasn’t alive anymore when he did
this thing. For 10 points, name this thing undertaken in parodies of It’s a Wonderful Life.
ANSWER: Wishing you were never born and then being shown what would have happened if you
weren’t [Obviously, be gracious with equivalents. Accept anything about It’s a Wonderful Life before it’s
said] <Brad>

11) This person called the NFL free agency “awful” after advocating for a change to the legal tampering
rules, and hired noted racist Chris Doyle as director of sports performance, though he resigned the
next day. This person claimed that he was getting safety Andre Cisco more playing time right after
Cisco played 0 snaps against the Colts. (*) After a video emerged of this coach receiving a lap dance
from a girl in an Ohio bar, this coach’s job security stayed safe until it emerged that he kicked the kicker
Josh Lambo. For 10 points, name this former Gators and Buckeyes coach who had a disastrous 2021 stint
with the Jacksonville Jaguars.
ANSWER: Urban Meyer <Brad>

12) A film named for one of these objects sees the housewife Ginny fall in love with aspiring playwright
and lifeguard Mickey Rubin. In Spielberg’s 1941, a Japanese sub shoots one of these objects, and it
(*) rolls into the ocean. After reconciling with his friends, Simon goes to the carnival to meet the



anonymous Blue on one of these attractions. For 10 points, Spectre prominently features the London Eye,
which is one of what type of attraction?
ANSWER: Ferris Wheel [Accept Wonder Wheel]

13) This song was explained by the primary artist to be a “darker look into the past,” as compared to her
single “The Good Ones,” which is more optimistic for the future. This song, sung by the third place
finisher in the revival of American Idol, earned “Breakthrough Video of the Year” at the 2020
Country (*) Music Awards. An Instagram DM from Charlie Puth, first believed to be a fake account by the
artist of this song, led to the release of an April remix of this song. This 2020 song sees the singer desire her
former paramour’s new woman cheat on him “Like [he] did on [her].” For 10 points, name this vengeful
single from the album Goldmine by newcomer Gabby Barrett.
ANSWER: “I Hope”

14) This character’s vacation plans were spoiled in a season one episode when Aunt Martha and her
talking parrot came for a visit. The showrunner for this character’s show was close friends with Mae
West, and netted her as a guest star, the only filmed appearance she made between 1943 and 1970.
This character sang the (*) “empty feed bag blues” to his owner Wilber Post, as anonymously voiced by
the western star Allan Lane. For 10 points, name this character, actually played by a zebra, though viewers
couldn’t tell on 1960’s black and white TV, a talking horse with a penchant for mischief.
ANSWER: Mister Ed <Brad>

15) A British artist whose name begins with this word released a 32 page magazine with recipes,
approved artists, and a compilation including the songs “Poison” and “Tongue.” A song with this
name, co-written by Dr. Luke, faced a lawsuit from pop band the Rubinoos for potential plagiarism.
In that song’s video, set at Golf n Stuff, the singer plays both a red (*) haired preppy girl and black
haired punk, with one harassing the other by hitting golf balls at her. For 10 points, give this name of a
2007 Avril Lavigne song where she says “Hey, Hey, You, You I don’t like” what significant other of his?
ANSWER: Girlfriend [Accept GFOTY or Girlfriend of the Year]

16) The “Atomic” variant of this game has “explosions” that can end the game, and is mostly played on
the ICC, and in the “Beirut” version, a player can win the game by saying “boom” and triggering an
explosion. One popular variant of this game, (*) Bughouse, is played with 4 people and involves passing
material to your teammates after it’s captured. Most variants of this game, like the “Millenium 3D” version,
still use algebraic notation and an ELO system. For 10 points, name this board game with pieces like
bishops, knights, and queens.
ANSWER: Chess <Brad>

17) In 2015, one priest developed a system where you could confess sins via this platform through
@PriestDavid. The creators of this thing, Evan Spiegel, Bobby Murphy, and Reggie Brown, were
sued in the Lens Incident, when this app worked, even when the (*) phone knew you were going at high
speeds. The dog filter and pink ears filter are two of the most common photo filters on this app. For 10
points, name this picture sharing app that deletes pictures after a short amount of time.
ANSWER: Snapchat <Brad>

18) One character developed an addiction to this substance after being sacked by the Crouch family, and
it was also served at Fleur’s wedding. Gwenog Jones claimed to enjoy this substance while relaxing
with friends and listening to “The Weird (*) Sisters.” Luna Lovegood wore a necklace made from corks
she acquired by drinking this substance and Dean Thomas planned an after-exam party where he planned



on getting the black market type of this substance. For 10 points, name this slightly-alcoholic beverage that
is described as “a little bit like less-sickly butterscotch,” a popular drink in the Harry Potter franchise.
ANSWER: Butterbeer <Brad>

19) Biz Markie dressed in drag as Wanda in this series, scaring two black skiers who are trapped in her
cabin and who eventually brave a snow storm to escape her. The Rosie Perez led “Fly Girls” troupe
of this show included a young Jennifer Lopez in her first big break. A white Canadian actor on this
show did a parody of (*)“Informer” by Snow, called “Imposter.” This comedy variety show heavily
featured Jamie Foxx in its fifth and final season. For 10 points, name this Wayans produced sketch comedy
show that made a star out of Jim Carey in the early 90s.
ANSWER: In Living Color

20) This man played real-life French officer Henri Rochard, who is in love with an Ann Sheridan played
nurse in I Was a Male War Bride. At 16, this person broke into film after playing shuffleboard with
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford on their honeymoon. This man plays paleontologist Dr.
Huxley who, with Katherine Hepburn’s Susan, brings the title (*) Leopard to a Connecticut farm. The
later years of his career are noted for featuring in Hitchcok films like To Catch a Thief and a film with ad
exec George Thornhill. For 10 points, name this star of North by Northwest and The Philadelphia Story.
ANSWER: Cary Grant



1) Vignettes in one episode of this series include a side story where Momo is attacked by Pygmy pumas and
another where Sokka must recite haikus. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Nickelodeon series about the title figure, Aang, who must stop the Fire Nation’s imminent
takeover of the world.
ANSWER: Avatar: The Last Airbender
[10] The first part of this bonus references the episode “The Tales of Ba Sing Sae,” which includes a story
where this disgraced Prince tries to give free tea to Jin shortly before she kisses him near the Firelight
Fountain.
ANSWER: Zuko
[10] While searching for Appa, Aang assists in building a new one of these places in his namesake tale as
the Dai Li neglected to fund it after the children lost interest.
ANSWER: Zoological Park

2) Name some weird iconic moments of video game lore for 10 points each;
[10] *Game and Platform required.* This game was played on this platform, and eventually won, over 16
days, Praise Helix! With the most participants in a single player video game ever, this game on this
platform rejected democracy with the “start9” protests.
ANSWER: Pokemon on Twitch
[10] This console was far too expensive to be viable, but it touted the best graphics ever, with a 32-bit CPU.
32 bits! 32! Unthinkable. The Nintendo 64 was announced almost immediately after this console’s release.
ANSWER: 3DO Interactive Multiplayer
[10] This company’s Microvision was the first portable system, though they were forced out of the industry
by the Crash of 1983. This creator of 13 Dead End Drive made Jordan vs Bird with EA for the Omni.
ANSWER: Milton Bradley <Brad>

3) Let’s remember some guys for 10 points each;
[10] Let’s remember this guy who won Rookie of the Year in 2005 and the 2006 NL MVP. This player led
the league in RBIs 3 times in his 13 year career, all spent in Philadelphia.
ANSWER: Ryan Howard
[10] Let’s already remember this guy who was selected 1st overall in the 2013 draft but was out of the NBA
by 2017. Taken 14 picks before Giannis Antetokounmpo, this Cavalier-turned-Raptor is considered a
horrific bust.
ANSWER: Anthony Bennett
[10] Let’s remember this guy who was inducted into the NFL Hall of Fame in 2019. This all-time-great
center made 7 Pro Bowls in a career spent mostly with the Jets from 1994 to 2005, replaced by Nick
Mangold.
ANSWER: Kevin Mawae <Brad>

4) AllMusic called this album "lo-fi to the point of tonal drabness, as the instruments seem to ring out in only
one tone, that of screechy noise." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this album depicting a sketch of frontwoman Kim Gordon looking down. This album includes a
cover of the Stooges “I Wanna be Your Dog” and ends with “Lee is Free.”
ANSWER: Confusion is Sex
[10] Confusion is Sex is the debut of this American rock band, including member Thurston Moore, that
later put out Experimental Jet Set, Trash and No Star, and an album with the song “Teen Age Riot.”
ANSWER: Sonic Youth
[10] Daydream Nation includes the song “Hey Joni,” an homage to this late 60s, early 70s songstress of
“Big Yellow Taxi” and “Woodstock.”



ANSWER: Joni Mitchell

5) Ever click on those lists of really great restaurants with really high customer loyalty? And then scroll to the
bottom? Yeah, here’s a bonus on bad fast-food, for 10 points each;
[10] Ba da ba ba bah, I’m indifferent. After Supersize Me came out, this home of the Happy Meal has
generally finished last in loyalty, but it’d probably be in the middle if they fixed their damn ice cream
machine.
ANSWER: McDonalds
[10] This pizza joint, usually found in malls and airports, seldom has fresh food, so you can’t really
customize it, causing it to finish fifth worst. It claims to have made the original “extra large NY style
pizza.”
ANSWER: Sbarro
[10] This fast food chicken place has honey-butter biscuits. Founded across the street from the Alamo by its
namesake, it was sold by Popeye’s in 2004, to a Bahraini company that made it remove its pork products.
ANSWER: Church’s Chicken <Brad>

6) Answer some quiz bowl questions concerning TV characters with the last name Shapiro for 10 points each:
[10] This character on Girls assisted her former boyfriend Ray’s campaign for Brooklyn city council after
she tells him to do something rather than just yell at traffic for hours on end right outside his door.
ANSWER: Shoshanna Shapiro
[10] Another Shapiro is the nerdy Robbie Shapiro, who is a talented ventriloquist of a noir coded puppet
named Rex on this Nickelodeon series that made a star out of Ariana Grande.
ANSWER: Victorious
[10] John Travolta played Robert Shapiro, a lawyer in the OJ Simpson trial, in this anthology series whose
second season concerns the murder of Versace.
ANSWER: American Crime Story

7) This pop song opens with a 49 second instrumental opener before the lyrics “Show me, show me, show me
how you do that trick” break through. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song from Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss Me without a chorus. It does repeat the lines “You, soft
and only/You, lost and lonely,” before saying the title of this song.
ANSWER: “Just Like Heaven”
[10] “Just Like Heaven” was the first US hit of this Robert Smith led British alternative rock band; they
also wrote “Friday, I’m in Love.”
ANSWER: The Cure
[10] Katie Melua, an artist originally from this nation, who came to prominence in the UK, covered “Just
Like Heaven” on her second album Piece by Piece.
ANSWER: Georgia

8) Is this a bonus on the 1933 classic Morning Glory, or the mediocre 2010 comedy Morning Glory? You
won’t know until after the point of “Lame”ing. For 10 points each:
[10] Don’t worry, it’s both! Name either female lead of the two movies. One of them killed it as Regina
George in Mean Girls and the other shined as Eleanor of Aquitaine in The Lion in Winter.
ANSWER: Rachel MacAdams or Katherine Hepburn
[10] Mike, played by Harrison Ford, ends Morning Glory 2010 by informing his audience on Daybreak
how to make this crustless quiche like food often filled with meats and vegetables. It is Italian for “Fried.”
ANSWER: Frittata



[10] Morning Glory 1933 is based on a play by this female playwright and aunt of Laurie Metcalf who also
produced The Greeks Had a Word for It and who won a Pulitzer for an adaptation of Edith Wharton’s The
Old Maid.
ANSWER: Zoe Akins

9) Name some NBA players who really hit their stride in the 2020 season, for 10 points each;
[10] In New Orleans, this point guard seems to have found new life, scaling back his turnovers, and
improving his shooting. And, being out of Los Angeles means that we haven’t heard from his dad, Lavar, in
a while.
ANSWER: Lonzo Ball
[10] This Celtic averaged 23.4 points per game, a dramatic improvement over his first 2 years. Sliding to
power forward has helped this former Duke player who won the 2019 NBA Skills Challenge.
ANSWER: Jayson Tatum
[10] This third-year Heat playeraveraed a double-double while doubling his career PPG. This player got his
third triple-double of the season days before being named to the All-Star team, but missed the Finals with
an injury.
ANSWER: Edrice “Bam” Adebayo <Brad>

10) Name some depictions of Harry S. Truman in popular media, for 10 points each;
[10] This band sang “America needs you, Harry Truman” in a song named for him shortly after Nixon’s
resignation. This band also sang "Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is?"
ANSWER: Chicago
[10] This actor won a Golden Globe for portraying Truman in the 1995 movie Truman. He played
Lieutenant Dan in Forrest Gump and Robert Ellman in 13 Reasons Why.
ANSWER: Gary Sinise
[10] In Watchmen, this character constantly praises men like Truman and his father. He wears a mask
consisting of two thick liquids sandwiched between latex.
ANSWER: Rorschach <Brad>

11) Name some iconic hockey records, for 10 points each
[10] Because assists count as a point and goals count as two, this center could legendarily have all of his
goals wiped out and still be the NHL’s all-time point leader. He won 8 straight MVPs, a “Big 4” record.
ANSWER: Wayne Gretzky
[10] This athlete is the all-time leader for wins, shutouts, saves and minutes. In addition to being the leader
for losses and goals allowed. He was New Jersey’s goalie from 1991 to 2014, when he went to St. Louis.
ANSWER: Martin Brodeur
[10] This athlete spent a record 3,966 minutes in the penalty box, largely for Toronto, Vancouver, and Los
Angeles.
ANSWER: Dave “Tiger” Williams <Brad>

12) The first ever drinking game to incorporate a TV show, “Hi, Bob,” focused on this CBS show. Name some
things about it for 10 points each;
[10] Bill Daily played an inept airline pilot on this show that is named for the titular comedian, not the main
character.
ANSWER: The Bob Newhart Show
[10] Bob Newhart plays Bob Hartley in that show. Bob has this profession, and tells one client to “just stop
it, or I’ll bury you alive in a box.” This is the profession of Frasier Crane and Tobias Funke.
ANSWER: Psychologist



[10] Suzanne Pleshette played this wife of Bob, who becomes an assistant principal in the series. The first
episode sees her confront her fear of flying.
ANSWER: Emily Hartley <Brad>

13) 2019 was quite a year to be Vanderbilt sports! Just so long as you don’t like revenue generating. Name a
few reasons why, for 10 points each;
[10] In June, Vanderbilt won this tournament whose finals are held in Omaha, Nebraska every year. Kumar
Rocker was named MVP after beating Michigan.
ANSWER: College World Series
[10] This freshman point guard for Vanderbilt made the SEC all-freshman team after averaging 12 PPG in
31 starts. This Sierra Canyon product dropped 21 points in Tuscaloosa against Bama.
ANSWER: Scotty Pippen Jr.
[10] On the other hand, Vanderbilt surrendered 66 points in a college football game against this team that
played in Baton Rouge with quarterback Joe Burrow
ANSWER: Louisiana State University <Brad>

14) Name some composers who have recently been nominated for Oscars for their film scores, for 10 points
each;
[10] This Icelandic composer received Oscar nods for The Theory of Everything and Sicario. After his
untimely death, this composer’s Mandy was released posthumously.
ANSWER: Jóhann Jóhannsson
[10] This Joker composer previously worked on HBO’s Chernobyl, and the second Sicario film. Before his
death, she shared a studio with Jóhann Jóhannsson.
ANSWER: Hildur Guðnadóttir
[10] Randy and Thomas, both with this last name were nominated in the 2020 Oscar cycle for Marriage
Story and 1917 respectively. They’re both related to Alfred, who won 9 of this family’s 12 Oscars.
ANSWER: Newman <Brad>

15) This bonus will concern the mental health anthem and viral rap song “Jesus is the One (I’ve Got
Depression)”
[10] In “Jesus is the One (I’ve Got Depression),” this comedian raps that “he wants to get a whip and crash
it into white owned business” and later tells people with mental health issues to “turn up.”
ANSWER: Zack Fox
[10] In a Genius interview, he explains how to free Palestine and to free this controversial rapper of “The
Race” who murdered Ethan Walker. Fox explains that “what’s a few lives when you got bars” in reference
to this rapper.
ANSWER: Tay-K [Accept Taymor Travon McIntyre]
[10] Fox references that “[his show] got cancelled, cuz white folks don’t trust [him] in “Jesus is the One.” It
was on a network named for this alternative media company from Canada known for their provocative
subject matter.
ANSWER: Vice Media

16) In this video game, Jesse Faden, an officer for the FBC, must defeat The Hiss. Name some things about it
for 10 points each;
[10] This game’s 2020 expansion, The Foundation, sees damage to The Nail, potentially causing the astral
plane to merge into the real world.
ANSWER: Control



[10] Most of the game takes place in this building, a brutalist structure in New York City. Control Points
allow fast travel inside this building.
ANSWER: The Oldest House
[10] Control was developed by Remedy Entertainment, which is better known for creating this franchise
that follows a New York City cop who becomes a vigilante after drug dealers killed his family. It had a
terrible 2008 movie.
ANSWER: Max Payne <Brad>

17) Name some weird college traditions for ten points each.
[10] Since 2004, N.C. State has hosted a tradition where you run 2.5 miles to this alliterative non-Dunkin
Donut store, eat a dozen doughnuts, and run back, in the name of children’s research. That’s 2,400 calories.
ANSWER: Krispy Kreme
[10] This “Lord of Misrule” at Emory University is a skeleton from the Biology department, who, once a
year, “walks” into classes and dismisses them.
ANSWER: James W. Dooley
[10] For over 90 years, this school built a bonfire around Thanksgiving, though after disaster struck in
1999, it’s been unsanctioned and off-campus ever since.
ANSWER: Texas A&M <Brad>

18) The first Hollywood Blacklist, published in 2005 by Franklin Leonard, included many high grossing films
of the mid to late 2000s. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this third film in The Fast and the Furious franchise, following Sean Boswell, who learns the
title technique from Han Lue, a Yakuza connected racer. His rival, Takashi, drives off a cliff near the
climax.
ANSWER: Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift
[10]  Another Blacklisted movie is this film, where a young Madison Pettis plays a child named Peyton,
who lies to her mother about going to ballet school, instead living with her quarterback father who plays for
the fictional Boston Rebels.
ANSWER: The Game Plan
[10] Steve Carrell stars in this film, whose cover depicts Carrell with his head in a plate of pancakes. The
title man, a widower, finds love with Juliette Binoche, who played Marie.
ANSWER: Dan in Real Life

19) All aspects of this series, including creating,writing, and directing, were handled by former Mad Men
producer and non-quiz bowler Matthew Weiner. For 10 points:
[10] Name this anthology drama on Amazon Prime that opens with an episode about the xenophobic
Anushka, who believes herself to be a part of the title noble family that had long ago died out 100 years
prior.
ANSWER: The Romanoffs
[10] In the sixth episode, Victoria and her hemophiliac son go to this city to try to find a cure, with a gossip
columnist named Abel falling in love with Victoria. They visit the Palacio Nacional and Teotihuacan
around this city.
ANSWER: Mexico City [Accept Distrito Federal de Mexico]
[10] Christina Hendriks plays an actress starring in a series as Alexandra Feodorovna, eventually being
kidnapped by actors in Bolshevik soldiers’ uniforms, taken to a basement, and dying in this specific
manner.



ANSWER: Fright [Be generous what you accept like Scared to Death or Shock; f.y.i The viewers of The
Romanoffs perceive it to be gunshots but the crew reveal it was all a ruse to get her to give a realistic
performance, so she dies from the shock of the fake gunfire]

20) The Youtuber Quentin Reviews often spends months or even years on projects he no longer cares about by
the time he is done. For 10 points each:
[10] Quentin owns a speedrunning record in this freemium turn based RPG from Israel. This oft advertised
game on Youtube in 2018 concerns the freeing of a realm called Teleria.
ANSWER: Raid: Shadow Legends
[10] Quentin rushed to release his season by season review of this Nickelodeon series revived in 2021 by
Paramount Plus. It returned actors like Jerry Trainor and Miranda Cosgrove to the new series.
ANSWER: iCarly
[10] Quentin spent months crafting a video about this 2007 film. It came out far after people stopped
making jokes like “Do you like Jazz,” and entire recitations of this film’s script as memes.
ANSWER: Bee Movie

21) I’ll give you a movie quote, and the actor who said it, and you tell me what movie it is! Sounds fun? No?
Well, then you should have saved your lame. For 10 points each;
[10] "If you build it, he will come." - Ray Liotta
ANSWER: Field of Dreams
[10] "Plastics" - Walter Brook
ANSWER: The Graduate
[10] “I want to be alone.” - Greta Garbo
ANSWER: Grand Hotel <Brad>

22) This artist called a former paramour a “Simp” and says he looks “Desperado” in the Country inspired song
“Cowboys” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this pop artist who named her fanbase the “Cathys” due to it being her first name. Her album
Troubled Paradise dropped in Summer of 2021.
ANSWER: Slayyyter (Accept Catherine Slater)
[10] The second track on Troubled Paradise has this name. An Eminem song with this name was released
to coincide with the release of 2018 Marvel film of the same name starring Tom Hardy.
ANSWER: “Venom”
[10] Slayyyter’s debut mixtape’s cover depicts the artist half nude in one of these specific places. You
might find one of these things in a franchise which purports to help you live “The South Beach Lifestyle.”
ANSWER: Tanning Bed (Accept equivalents or more general answers like Tanning Salon)


